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Brought to you by Penguin.Once vast swathes of the globe were coloured imperial red and
Britannia ruled not just the waves, but the prairies of America, the plains of Asia, the jungles of
Africa and the deserts of Arabia. Just how did a small, rainy island in the North Atlantic achieve
all this? And why did the empire on which the sun literally never set finally decline and fall? Niall
Ferguson's acclaimed Empire brilliantly unfolds the imperial story in all its splendours and its
miseries, showing how a gang of buccaneers and gold-diggers planted the seed of the biggest
empire in all history - and set the world on the road to modernity.

"I love the addition of the scales -- very helpful. I like the way that Gardner walks students
through a visual analysis after first elaborating on the historical context. I think this is the
textbook's greatest strength.""One of the most outstanding differences [between Gardner's and
other art history texts] is the accessibility of the text. The text . . . is very streamlined. It simplifies
the material . . . and the organization is more logical."About the AuthorFred S. Kleiner (Ph.D.,
Columbia University) is the author or co-author of the 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th
editions of GARDNER'S ART THROUGH THE AGES: A GLOBAL HISTORY, as well as the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd editions of GARDNER'S ART THROUGH THE AGES: A CONCISE HISTORY, and
more than 100 publications on Greek and Roman art and architecture, including A HISTORY OF
ROMAN ART, also published by Cengage. He has taught the art history survey course for more
than three decades, first at the University of Virginia and, since 1978, at Boston University,
where he is currently professor of art history and archaeology. From 1985 to 1998, he was editor-
in-chief of the American Journal of Archaeology. Long acclaimed for his inspiring lectures and
dedication to students, Professor Kleiner won Boston University's Metcalf Award for Excellence
in Teaching, as well as the College Prize for Undergraduate Advising in the Humanities in 2002,
and he is a two-time winner of the Distinguished Teaching Prize in the College of Arts and
Sciences Honors Program. In 2007, he was elected fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of
London, and, in 2009, in recognition of lifetime achievement in publication and teaching, fellow
of the Text and Academic Authors Association.
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Salem Almudhaf, “The Rise of the British Empire*. The book presents a very comprehensive
look at the British Empire. It fairly addresses its motives and sins, actions and consequences.
The author bluntly defends the empire as a whole-similar to what contemporaries would say
about the United States-in that people are more likely to take the achievements of an empire for
granted than its sins. I guess what is meant by this is that people will enjoy the benefits of great
empires but will at the same time judge and criticize its actions. The nexus between an empire's
status and actions that make it what it is may be overlooked regardless whether these actions
are proper or improper. An example of this that comes to mind is people live in the United States
and call it an evil empire at the same time. The Author eloquently said the following about the
British Empire, "For better, for worse, the world we know today is in large measure the product of
Britain's age of Empire."The earlier precursors of the British empire was the race by other
European empires to acquire resources around the world. The British empire was most notably
apprehensive about the Spanish and the French empires. These two empires were the first to
colonize America. The Spanish empire succeed in controlling parts of the Caribbean and central
America, where they found what they call El Dorado in the lase 1500's. El Dorado was a town in
the Amazon, which literally means "the golden one" in Spanish. This city gave riches to Spain
with its endless supply of gold. The French colonized parts of North America, most famously in
Louisiana in modern day United States and Quebec in Canada. The motive of the French is to
find something similar to what the Spanish found in El Dorado. Nevertheless, the chief purpose
of exploring the Americas is to find goods and exploit resources that they can benefit from in
Commerce.The English learned from the Dutch how to manage their finances. For the Dutch
were the first to pioneer the system of public debt that allowed the government to borrow at low
interest rates to finance its expeditions. They also copied the Dutch in exploring India and
creating the British East Indies Company to compete with the Dutch East Indies company in the
1600's. Another motive for the expansion is to compete with the Catholics. The English, being
Protestant, saw it a duty to expand their faith and promote it world wide and not be overtaken by
the Roman Catholics.AmericaBefore India, the most important part of the British Empire was the
colony of Virginia, in modern day America, after the discover of tobacco in 1612. In 1620's, the
first settlers in Massachusetts landed in Plymouth in the Mayflower in what they called New
England-they called it that because its chilly climate is similar to that of England. Here in addition
to tobacco in Virginia, the British found prosperity and wealth in fishery. "By 1770, New
Englanders were about the wealthiest people in the world." This lead them to protest being
taxed hefty and not have representation in the British Parliament. Therefore, in 1776, the
American colonies declared their independence from the British and Formed the United States
of America. The author claims that the British did not dedicate enough resources to the
American revolutionary war because they had more important interests elsewhere in Asia and
Africa, plus the British "did not have the stomach" to fight people of their own "white colonists



who were determined to resist" their rule. Nevertheless, the proportion of English immigrants to
the United States remained the highest among other immigrants for a long time.AustraliaThe
funny thing about Australia is that it was founded as a place where the British sent their
criminals. Criminals were sentenced to go to Australia for certain number of years depending on
the nature of the crime. Because the crimes did not have to be sever and small petty crimes
were also punished with transportation to Australia, as the author puts it jokingly, "Australia
literally started out as a nation of shoplifters." But after a system of development was
implemented in the 1800's whereby when a convict completes his sentence he was given land
and an opportunity to become wealthy, many indeed became wealthy. This, after a while, lead
many Brits commit crimes on purpose so that they can get sentenced to Australia where they
can get a better life after their sentence is complete.IndiaThe East Indie Company had
monopoly granted to it by the Crown to the routes in the east. India was considered to be the
crown jewel of the British Empire for its vast resources and proximity in Asia. Controlled chiefly
by the British East Indie Company, the Brits had a good run in India by trading with the locals
and benefiting from their skills. However, trouble started in the mid 1800's when the religious
Englishmen sought to travel to India to Christianize Indian Hindus and Muslims. These efforts
were greeted with violence and eventual revolt against the British rule and in 1857 mutiny started
by the Indians killing every white person they saw. Of course Queen Victoria sent her army to
crush the revolt, and crush them they did. As it was put, nobody shall treat her subjects with such
ruthlessness and get away with it. The British merciless military effort in India at that time was
compared to what the Germans did to the Jews in World War II. After the Mutiny was crushed
and silenced, the English government instituted stricter rule over India and more soldiers were
placed in India than ever before. However, the British prohibited preaching the Christian faith (or
civilization) to locals and imposed the rule of law on its service member stationed
there.TechnologyThe invention of the steamship and the telegraph in 1851 virtually shrunk the
world. Now, people could travel to America in days instead of weeks, and to India and Australia
in weeks instead of months. Moreover, messages now take only an hour to travel from one
continent to another. This lead to more control and coordination of the Empire. And the steam
engine lead to faster stronger ships by which the empire controlled the seas. This allowed the
empire to easily project power and wage wars all over the world and respond rapidly to danger
all over its empire. The steam engine also gave birth to the train. This made traveling long
distances in land, especially in India, easier and quicker. "Vast superiority in logistics, firepower
and discipline had overthrown an emperor [in Africa] with minimum of British Casualties."*The
book covered the rise and fall of the British Empire from the 1500's to World War II; however, this
review only covers the rise of the British Empire up to 1900's.”

ROBERT M. FRANKEL, “Excellent. Condensed, fact-filled, history that explains the life-line of
the British Empire. Very interesting but a longer narrative would give a more complete picture of
a complicated history.”



Gaspar Alberto Quijano Paredes, “Lleno de buenas anécdotas y datos que no están en ningún
libro de historia. Buen complemento para quien se pregunte cómo es que se puede tener todo,
territorio, influencia y dominio de los mares, para luego irlo perdiendo paulatinamente, o a veces
de golpe. Desentraña muchas preguntas que nos hemos hecho sobre cómo construir,
voluntaria o involuntariamente, un imperio, y luego perderlo casi todo. Después del recuento
histórico a lo largo de varios capítulos, el cierre de las últimas 50 páginas es fenomenal, y la
conclusión del libro, con la propuesta implícita de un nuevo pseudo império informal, dominado
por los EU, un hecho hoy dia de facto, es muy inquietante, además que deja abierta muchas
preguntas y meditaciones sobre la viabilidad de este nuevo imperio. Sin duda la mejor parte del
libro son sus últimas página, que recomiendo leer y reeleer.”

Patrick Sullivan, “Another Perspective On The British Empire. Ferguson starts off, by explaining
the objective of his book. Yes, the British Empire had its share of evil nasty events. But the British
also installed the groundwork of the modern world. The British established colonies all over the
globe. They brought law and order and most importantly commerce, to every corner of the map.
It was the British interest in trade and industry, that changed the world. Ferguson believes
without the British Empire, the modern industrialized world would have never happened. The
British typically set up large monopolies, such as the East India Company and The Hudson Bay
Company. The pursuit of profit was the essence of the British Empire. This also meant
establishing law and order, to ensure profits continued to flow back to England. Ferguson lists
several examples, of very profitable ventures throughout the Empire. Ferguson always includes
economics into his historical accounts. This will give the reader, a much wider perspective on the
British Empire. A lot of other historians, seem reluctant to include an economic aspect. However
bear in mind, Ferguson reports everything from the laissez-faire point of view. This of course, will
be in contrast to the progressive socialist mind set. This book is highly recommended. Things
got a little slow, regarding some of the details in India. But for the most part, this was a fast
flowing and enjoyable read.”

Warren, “Good read for history interested readers.. I like Niall Ferguson as an author. His detail
and research is apparent in this book. Americans should read this as their empire could go down
the same route as the British empire. The lessons of the past, is it different this time? Enjoyed
reading Niall's book and would recommend this for the history lessons.”

153380, “Fascinating. Well written”

Laura VanderHorst, “Informative and Well-Written. Bought this for a history buff friend and he
really liked it! His only complaint was that the book has a slight bias towards a defense of
imperialism and colonialism.”

The book by Fred S. Kleiner has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 310 people have provided feedback.
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